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ABSTRACT

Global (volume-averaged) models of high density, low pressure electropositive and

electronegative discharges are described for both continuous wave (cw) and pulsed-power

excitation. Argon and chlorine discharges are treated. The particle and energy balance

equations are applied to determine the charged particle and neutral dynamics. For argon

just after the power is turned on. the analysis shows an initial very sharp rise in electron

temperature Tc. followed by a decay of Te and an increase in the electron density ne to

steady state values during the pulse on-time. Just after the power is turned off, Te decays

rapidly and nc decays more slowly. The time-average nc can be considerably higher than

that for cw discharges for the same time-average power. For chlorine, a cw discharge

is highly dissociated and the negative ion density nc\- is lower than ne. For a pulsed

discharge, the initial rise and subsequent decay of nC\- just after the power is turned off

are determined analytically. A pulsed discharge can have the same neutral radical (CI)

flux to the walls for a reduced average power. The analytical models are compared to more

complete global model simulations and to experimental observations. We find that global

models can provide considerable insight into the discharge dynamics.



I. INTRODUCTION

High density, low pressure plasma sources utilizing modulated power have been at

tracting much attention recently. High density sources, such as electron cyclotron reso

nance discharges (ECR's), inductively coupled plasmas (ICP's), and helicons are regarded

as powerful tools that can replace conventional capacitively coupled, parallel plate plasma

reactors. A major advantage is that much higher manufacturing throughput can be ex

pected because much higher plasma densities than those of parallel plate reactors are

obtainable. Another advantage is that aspect ratio-independent anisotropic etch processes

are possible because of lower gas pressures. It is also a great advantage that the ion bom

barding energy can be controlled independently of the ion flux. By modulating the power,

it is possible to further optimize and control the performance of processing plasmas by

changing the pulse frequency and duty ratio.

Samukawa and Furuoya1 and Samukawa2 reported that the etch selectivity of silicon

against Si02 was greatly improved by controlling the duty ratio of the pulsed microwave

power supplied to a CHF3 ECR source. Samukawa3 has also shown that vertical and

notch-free polycrystalline etching profiles can be achieved in pulsed CI2 ECR discharges

by controlling the ion energy distributions through the duty ratio, and Samukawa and

Terada*1 have shown that charge build-up damage can also be controlled in pulsed CI2 and

O2 ECR discharges. Mienoand Samukawa5 attribute polysiliconetching and a reduction in

charge accumulation on the substrate to the flux of negative ions incident on the substrate

in the afterglow (off-time of power application) of a pulsed CI2 ECR discharge.

Charles and Boswell6 studied pulsed O2 helicon discharges used for deposition of Si02

films. They showed that the ion flux and energy distribution can be significantly modified

by pulsing the discharge. Charles et al7 showed that the Si02 deposition rate and the heat

load on the substrate could be controlled by varying the pulsing frequency in an 02/SiH4

helicon diffusion plasma.

Wendt et al8 showed that extended pressure and power operation ranges were possible

in pulsed operation of a planar ICP plasma source. Sugai et al9 showed that the density

ratio of CFX/F in a CF4/H2 ICP pulsed discharge increases with decreasing rf on-time

and that highly selective Si02/Si etching could be achieved only with pulsed operation.



Ahn et al10 measured the negative ion density in a pulsed CI2 ICP discharge and showed

the presence of a large negative ion density in the afterglow. Shindo and Horiike11 showed

that silicon is etched by low energy F~ ions even at cryogenic temperatures where F atom

etching of silicon is suppressed. Hollenstein et al12 suggest that particulate formation can

be suppressed by pulsing the discharge to periodically remove negatively charged particle

precursors; e.g., high molecular weight negative ions. Nogami et al13 observed the same

Si02 etch rate for pulsed and cw discharges with the same average power.

As reported in almost all of these references, pulsed argon discharges have been oper

ated and used as a benchmark and to contrast to results obtained in reactive electronega

tive discharges such as CI2, O2, CHF3. etc. For example. Ashida et al14, Sugai et al9, and

Ahn et al10 used Langmuir probes to determine time-varying plasma density and electron

temperature in pulsed ICP discharges.

Few theoretical analyses of high density, low pressure pulsed operation have been pub

lished. Such analyses may give us a fundamental understanding of mechanisms governing

processes and thus help us design better reactors, and find suitable modulation periods

and various other parameters. Ashida et al10 investigated the behavior of argon plasmas

driven by time modulated power in high density plasma reactors using a spatially averaged

(global) model. The time evolution of the electron temperature and the plasma density

was calculated by solving the particle and energy balance equations. The species consid

ered in the model included ground state Ar, 4s (resonance and metastable) excited Ar, 4p

excited Ar, and Ar+ ions. For typical pressures and absorbed powers, the excited Ar states

affected the calculated plasma density by at most 25% and had practically no effect on the

electron temperature. It was found that much higher plasma densities can be obtained by

selecting an appropriate modulation period, than when operating with continuous power,

for the same time-average input power. The global model gives much simpler equations

than simulation methods such as particle-in-cell (PIC)16 or fluid models17'18. Therefore,

this model does not require much computational resources. Moreover, the equations are so

simple that the relations between fundamental mechanisms and resulting plasma parame

ters become clear. A simplified global model (without excited states) is described in Sec.

II, and comparisons with measurements are given.



Although pulsed power argon discharges are useful benchmarks, electronegative dis

charges are used for most materials processing applications. A simplified global model for

pulsed power electronegative discharges such as O2 or CI2 is presented in Sec. III. For high

density, low pressure discharges, it is shown that the electronegativity (ratio of negative-ion

to electron density) is typically less than unity during the on-time of the power pulse, but

can grow rapidly to a value exceeding unity during the off-time (the afterglow). We com

pare the simple model predictions with experiments in Sec. III. A more complete global

model of high density pulsed CI2 discharges is given by Ashida and Lieberman19. Low

density capacitively coupled pulsed discharges are beyond the scope of the present study;

the reader is referred to Overzet and Leong-Rousey20 and the references cited therein.

II. ELECTROPOSITIVE DISCHARGES

A. Steady State Model

The pulsed power argon (electropositive) dischargemodel is based on the steady state

model of Lee et al21,22 for a cylindrical plasma discharge of radius R and length L. The

model assumes uniform spatial distributions of plasma parameters over the volume of a

bulk plasma, with the plasma density ne in the bulk dropping sharply to edge values nsi

and 7i., ji at the thin sheaths close to the axial and circumferential walls. Electron-ion pairs

are assumed to be created by electron-impact ionization of the background gas and are lost

by diffusive flow to the walls. Two step and metastable-metastable ionization isneglected.

It is also assumed that the plasma is electrically neutral and that the ion and electron

fluxes toward the walls balance at all times; ie, that the flow is ambipolar. For the low

pressures of interest, the characteristic diffusive flow velocity |u| is much larger than the

ion thermal velocity. Hence the ion mobility can be written as23

2eAt-

"••*;5fM' (1)

where A, is the ion-neutral mean free path and e and M are the ion charge and mass.

The mobility is large in the center of the discharge where |u| is small, and is small near

the discharge walls where |u| is large. This variable mobility leads to a nonlinear diffusion



equation to determine the plasma density profile. It is found that the density is relatively

uniform within most of the discharge and drops sharply near the discharge walls.

Godyak and Maximov23'24 have solved the diffusion equations analytically to deter

mine approximate plasma densities at the sheath edges:

**-^-0*(s+£)",/" (2)
at the axial sheath edge and

hR =^* »0.80 (4 +£) (3)

at the radial sheath edge. Using these expressions, the electron and ion fluxes leaving the

plasma are

i\ = Te = naiiB (4)

for each of the radial and axial sheath edges, where ub = {cTe/M)1^2 is the Bohm (ion-

sound) velocity and Te is the electron temperature in units of volts. Therefore the balance

of electron-ion pairs generated in the plasma and lost at walls is described as

It
V-^r = VK-lzneng - {hLAL + hRAR)neUB , (5)

where V* = nR2L is the plasma volume, ng is the argon density, and Al = 2ttR2 and
Ar = 2-kRL are the areas of the axial and radial sheaths. It is assumed that the sheath

thickness is negligibly small compared to R and L. The ionization rate constant K\z is

obtained from cross section data assuming a Maxwellian velocity distribution of electrons.

For argon, Kn « 2.3 x 10-14T^68exp(-15.76/Te) m3/s.

The rate of collisional energy loss within the discharge can be expressed as

Pc = enengV ^ A"j£j = enengV(K\zS\z +A'ex£ex + Aei£ei), (6)

where A'iz, A'ex and A'e| are the rate constants(m3/s), and £iz, £ex and £ei (in volts) are

the energies lost per ionization, excitation, and elastic collision, respectively. A part of



the input power is also lost as kinetic energy loss of particles to the walls. This can be

described for ions as25

Pi = e(Va + \%){hLAL + hRAR)neuB (7)

and for electrons as

Pe = 2eTe(hLAL + hRAR)ntuB , (8)

where

K = (Te/2)ln(M/27rm) (9)

is the sheath voltage drop. Therefore, the entire power balance equation is written as

Pabs(0 =V
\_CLl —

+ e(Vs + |Te)(/7L^L + hRAR)neuB , (10)

—(§eneTe) + eneng ^ A',£,

where Pai,s is the total power absorbed, which is assumed to be known. By solving ordinary

differential equations (5) and (10) simultaneously, we obtain nc(t) and T€(t).

In the steady state, {d/dt = 0), (5) and (10) reduce to

I'A'iz??.^ = [hLAL + hRAR)neuB (11)

and

Pabs =enengV ^ A\£,- +e(V3 +%Te)(hLAL +hRAR)ntuB . (12)

The plasma density cancels in (11), such that (11) becomes

A'iz(Tc) hLAL + hRAR 1
us(Te) ngV nglef[

(13)

The last equality in (13) defines an effective discharge size /eff. Equation (13) determines

Te for a given gas pressure and discharge geometry (R and L). It is convenient to define

a collisional energy loss per electron-ion pair created, £c, by

Aiz£c =Y, K& • (14)



£c is a function of Tc only, depending on the electron-neutral collisional energy loss pro

cesses in the gas26, and is shown in Fig. 1 for a few pure gases. Then substituting (14)
and (11) into (12), we obtain

Pabs = e€T(hLAL + hRAR)neUB , (15)

where St = £c + Va + |TC is the total energy loss per electron-ion pair created. Because Te

is known, (15) determines ne for a given Pabs- We denote the steady state (cw) solution

with a subscript "0".

For typical discharge parameters p = 5 mTorr (600 K gas temperature), Pabs = 500 W,

R = 15.25 cm, and L = 7.5 cm, we obtain /eff « 8.5 cm. and (13) yields Teo ~ 3.2 V and

(15) yields nc0 « 2.5 x 1011 cm-3. For these parameters. £c « 30 V and £t « 52 V. The

inclusion of Ar 4s and 4p excited states leads to a 28% reduction in density, with a total

of 16% of the ionization taking place from the excited states.15

B. Pulsed Power Model

Now, we will discuss the results obtained from a complete argon model (with excited

states) assuming that the power is modulated by an ideal rectangular waveform i.e.,

Pabs = Pmax, 0 < t < QT,

= 0, ar <t < t,

in (10), where a is the duty ratio and r is the period15. The time average power was

fixed at 500 W. Figures 2(a)-2(c) show the time evolution of the plasma density ne, the

excited atom densities and the electron temperature Te for three different time periods r

for Pabs(<). Each ofthese graphs shows one cycle ofthe power on-off duration. During the

on-time, 2000 W power is applied and during the off-time the power is 0 W; the duty ratio

is 25%. Results representing the 500 W continuous wave (cw) case are also shown in Fig.

2.

For a very short modulation period much less than 10 fis, the electron temperature

responds weakly to the modulated power, while the plasma density hardly changes. There

fore both the electron density and the electron temperature are very close to those for the

continuous 500 W case. For periods of10 ^s or greater, both the electron temperature and



the plasma density respond to the applied modulated power. For all cases, the electron

temperatures first rise sharply to peak values larger than those for the cw case, while the

densities hardly change. After this, the temperatures fall and the densities rise, approach

ing steady values during the pulse on-times. After the pulse is turned off, the temperatures

and densities decay toward zero; the temperature decays at a considerably faster rate than

the density.

These transient behaviors can be understood from the particle and energy balance

equations (5) and (10). Equation (5) can be written as

1 dne

n? dt
= ^z-^loss, (16)

where vxz = K\zng is the ionization rate and u\oss = hb/Uh is a characteristic particle

loss rate: v\z depends strongly (exponentially) on Te, and u\oss depends only weakly on Te

("loss * Te ). Using (5) to eliminate dnc/dt in (10) yields

1 C/Te Pabs f2£c A (2VS + I% \
~ -=- + 1 V\z ~ ~ =r= 1 "loss- (1/)

Tfi dt Wc \3Te / \3 Tt.

where \Ve = |encT,.V is the plasma energy.

Consider first times just after the pulse turns on. Then as Te builds up, the last terms

on the right hand sides (rhs) of (16) and (17) are small:

1 dne

nP dt
% vxz , (18)

1 dle /"max / - C-c . , i /in\
- o^T + 1 ^z- (19)Tc dt We \3Te

Initially, Te is low and the second term on the rhs of (19) is small (A"iz is small), leading

to a very sharp rise in Te at a rate Pmax/We» UP to some maximum value Temax- We can

estimate Temax by setting dTe/dt = 0 in (19) with £C/Te ~ 10 > 1 to obtain

Ai2(Te)^ Pma* (20)
nengeccV

Using the initial density ne = nemjn, (20) yields Te = Temax. Beyond this time, (19)

remains in quasi-steady state with d/dt « 0, and Te falls to its equilibrium value Te0o



(= Teo for argon) as ne increases. If we assume a constant value Vqo = UBoo/Uff for i/ioss,

where uBoo = (eTeoo/M)1/2, then substituting (20) into (16), we obtain

dn

~dte « {neoo - ne)^oo, (21)

where

neoo =-^2=- • (22)
We use £t rather than £c in (22) for consistency with (15) and because we approximate

Te « Te0o during the evolution of ne to neoo. The solution to (21) is

ne(t) % 7iemin + (n-eoc - n«nin)e",/eo', 0 < or < r. (23)

For Teoc = 3.2 V, we obtain v^ % 3.3 x 10'1 s_1, in reasonable agreement with the evolution

of ??e seen in Fig. 2(c). Substituting (23) into (20) yields Te[t).

Consider now times just after the pulse is turned off. Then Tc falls and v\r <C ^loss in

(16) and (17). yielding
1 dnc t x ,ni.

«-'4o*,(0? (24)
n e dt

and

i <rrt {2V, + §% ,\ ... ....
ts-^-u^—ross()- ( '

Using (9), we see that the term in parentheses in (25) has the numerical value of 3.8 « 4 for

argon. We see that both Te and ne decay with time, but that the decay rate for Te is faster

than the decay rate of ne by a factor of approximately 4. Using ^i0ss(<) = us(Te)//eff °c

Te , we can solve (25) to obtain the temperature decay

%{t) = Teoo[l + 2i/oo(* - oct)}-2 , ar<t<r. (26)

A similar result was obtained by Sugai et al9. The density decay follows immediately by

eliminating Uqq from (24) and (25):

nt(i) « nemax[l + 2i/oo(< - ar)]"1/2 , ar <t<T. (27)

10



The decay times from the model of 16 /zs and 61 fis for Te and ne are in good agreement

with the decay times of 10 /zs and 50 /us, respectively, seen in Fig. 2(c).

In the preceding analysis we have assumed that the ion losses to the walls are in

quasi-equilibrium with the plasma potential Vs whose gradient drives the losses, and hence

that Voo(t) oc Te • There is some evidence from PIC simulations that this may not be

true in the early phase of the decay16. Because of their high inertia, ions can initially

retain their velocities after the discharge is turned off; hence u^t) « const, leading to an

initial exponential decay of ne and Te found from (24) and (25). However, ions lose their

initial velocity within an ion mean free path A,, which we assume to be small compared

to the discharge size /eff. Therefore, (26) and (27) reasonably represent the overall decay

dynamics.

Figure 3 shows cylindrical Langmuir probe measurements of (a) ne = nAr+ and (b)

Te taken in a pulsed ICP discharge driven by a planar rf inductive coil with p = 5 mTorr,

average power Pabs = 51 W. L = 7.5 cm, and R = 15 cm.1'1 The orbital motion limit

(OML) theory was used to determine nAr+ from the ion saturation part of the probe

characteristic, and Te was determined from the transition part of the characteristic. The

measured density and temperature (solid lines) are compared in the figure to global model

calculations of relative density and absolute temperature (dashed lines). The transient

behavior seen experimentally is described well by (23) and (27) for ne and by (20) and

(26) for Tc.

It is noteworthy that, for the same time-average power, the average plasma density

for pulsed operation is higher than the density for cw operation. In fact, in Figs. 2(a)

and 2(b), the time-varying densities are higher than the cw density for all times. Figure 4

shows the relation between the time-average plasma density and the period, with the duty

ratio as a parameter. The power applied during the on-time is varied according to the duty

ratio so that the time-average power is fixed at 500 W. For a very short period, the plasma

densities are very close to that for a continuous power of 500 W. All the curves have peaks

at approximately 100 /us, and the peak value increases as the duty ratio decreases. This

period is of the order of the fall (loss) time for the plasma density. At a duty ratio of 10%,

the maximum plasma density is nearly four times that for 500 W of continuous rf power.

11



A curve for results obtained at 25% duty ratio using the simpler model which does not

include excited state Ar atoms is superimposed. The curve not only shows qualitatively

the same trend, but also is quantitatively close to the values which are calculated by the

more complete model. The time-average plasma density has been measured as a function

of the pulse period over the range of r's from 10 to 104 //s and for duty ratios of 30%,

50%, and 70%.14 The measurements are in reasonable agreement with the results shown

in Fig. 4.

To understand these results from the global model, we equate ne(t) in (23) to nemax

at t = ar, and ne(t) in (27) to nemin at t = r. Solving the resulting two equations, we

obtain

"«min — 11 < [l + 2i/00(l-a)r]1/2e"~Qr-l '

"emax = nemi„[l + 2vx(\ - GJt}1'2 . (29)

Then time-averaging nc{t) given by (23) and (27) and using (2S) and (29) to eliminate

Hemin and 7?cmaN. we obtain

1/2 -.2K)=1| 1 [(l +2^d-o)r) "j-i 1 -e""9807

ne0 v^gt r i*/-[l +2i/oo(l-a)r] "-e~^Qr

(28)

(30)

where ?ieo = «neoc is the density for the cw case having the same average power and

gas density as the pulsed case. From (30) we see that (ne) -» ne0 for v^t < 1 and for

^ooT > 1. Furthermore, (ne) has a maximum for v^ar ~ 1. Considering the case of small

q, then (30) yields (ne) - ne0 « 0.9neO/y/a at v^ar « 1.3. These features and scalings

can be seen in Fig. 4.

Physically, average densities are higher than peak densities because the electron tem

perature decreases immediately after the power is turned off. This leads to a decrease of

the loss rate ofcharged particles because the Bohm velocity, which accounts for the particle

loss process, is proportional to the square root of the electron temperature. It is found

that the product of the average density and average temperature is roughly a constant,

varying by no more than 30% over the range ofparameters shown in Fig. 4. If the period

is very long, as in Fig. 1(c), both the electron temperature and the plasma density are in

12



quasi-equilibrium with the input power waveform. Consequently, the average Tc and ne

approach the product of the duty ratio times Te and ne for the cw case with power Pmax-

Because Te drops to low values in the afterglow, the ion acceleration voltage Vs given

in (9) will below there. Figure 5 shows the energy distribution of 0^" ions escaping radially

to the walls, measured by Charles and Boswell6 in an rf-driven helicon oxygen discharge

that is square wave modulated at 5 kHz, with p —2 mTorr and Pjn(on) = 800 W. Only

the middle peak is present for a cw discharge, corresponding to a space charge potential

given approximately by (9). The low energy peak represents collection of ions during the

afterglow when Te is low and corresponds to a plasma potential with respect to earth (not

the insulated chamber wall) of 10-20 V. The high energy peak is ascribed to a capacitively

coupled discharge initiation phase having a high plasma potential at the beginning of the

on-time, when the density is low. It is clear that pulsing the discharge can drastically

modify the average ion and electron energy distributions. This can have a strong effect on

processing issues such as charge build-up damage, notching, etc, as has been observed3-5.

One should note that the decay of Tc during the off-time when Pabs = 0 is a singular

case. If there is a small but non-zero power absorbed during the off-time,15 and if the

off-time is much greater than the ion loss time, then Te decays from its initial value toward

zero at the beginning of the off-time, but then reaches a minimum value and increases back

to its initial value during the remaining part of the off-time. This is a consequence of the

steady state particle balance equation (11), which shows that Te is independent of ne (and

thus Pabs) for any non-zero ne.

Reactions that have threshold energies, e.g., ionization, excitation and chemical reac

tions, generally have rate constants that are approximately proportional to exp(—£a/Te).

Figure 6 shows time-average characteristic rates (ra) = (ne exp(—£C/Te)) for such colli-

sional processes having various activation energies £a. The curves are drawn after normal

ization by the corresponding values for 500 W cw power application; i.e., (ra)/rao is shown.

The higher activation energies represent reactions such as ionization and electronic excita

tion. The lower £a represents processes such as attachment and dissociation in molecular

gases. According to this result, selective control of excitation processes having different

activation energies can be achieved by varying the pulse period.

13



We can understand these results analytically in terms of three limiting regimes of £0.

For £a < Temin? where Temin is a characteristic temperature in the afterglow, the reaction

rate follows the density variation: (ra)/rao = (ne)/neo. This leads to a peak in (ra)/rao

for i/qqT ~ 1, as shown in Fig. 4. For Tcmin < £a ^ £iz? there is a low reaction rate in the

afterglow. Hence only the average electron density during the on-time contributes to (ra).

Integrating (23) to determine this average and using (28), we find

<r.)_1 1 [(l +2yoB(l-«)r) -l][l-,—~]
*• « t/ /v«r r "I 1/2 '

11 -I- 2i/oo(l - a)r I - e-^*7-rao VcoQT

1/2
-1| ll-e-"00"1"!

(31)

which displays a dip in {ra)/rao near v^r ~ 1, as shown in Fig. 6. For £a > £\z, the sharp

rise in Te to Temax at the very beginning of the on-time leads to an exponential increase

in the reaction rate, yielding a peak in (ra)/ra0, as shown in Fig. 6.

III. ELECTRONEGATIVE DISCHARGES

A. Steady State Model

The use of an electronegative moleculargas greatly complicates the analysis of particle

and energy balance in high density, low pressure discharges.22,2' Even for cw power, the

high fractional dissociation of the molecular gas implies that neutral particle balance equa

tions for the dissociation fragments are important. These in turn may depend on poorly

known rate constants at the chamber walls for recombination, reaction, etc. Furthermore,

there can be multiple positive and negative ions, such that the usual assumption of am-

bipolar diffusion for the charged particle fluxes may not be valid. Also, it is well known

that the discharge can stratify into an electronegative core region, surrounded by an elec

tropositive halo region.27'28 Hence the assumption of relatively uniform particle density

profiles in volume-averaged models may not be valid. Some reasonable estimates axe re

quiredfor the profiles of positive ions, negative ions, electrons, and neutrals, obtained from

the appropriate diffusion equations. A reasonably complete steady-state volume-averaged

model incorporating this information has been given for the diatomic gases O2 and CI2

and for 02/Ar mixtures.22

14



It is a simplifying feature of typical high density, low pressure, cw processing discharges

that the ratio n_/ne of negative ion to electron density is often considerably less than unity,

even with highly electronegative feedstocks such as CI2. Hence, for most practical purposes,

the major issue is not the negative ion dynamics, but the dissociation of the gas into

multiple neutral and positive ion species. This will also more-or-less be the situation during

the on-time of a pulsed discharge. However, for low pulsing frequencies the situation can

change markedly when the power is turned off. During the off-time, Te rapidly decreases

and ne and the positive ion density also decrease due to diffusive losses to the walls. Because

negative ions are confined within the discharge by the positive space charge potential there,

they are not lost, and, in fact, their density can initially increase. At some point in time,

when Te has dropped to a low enough value, then the potential becomes very small and

a diffusive flux of negative ions to the wall is established. This flux can have a profound

effect on materials processing at surfaces.

Let us examine the simplest description of the steady state in a high density, low-

pressure chlorine discharge assuming first that the Cl~ (and C1.J) density is small. Then

the particle balance equations for CI. Cl+, and CI* are

2A'dissne»ci2 = vc\nc\, (32)

A*iz.ci rce"ci = i/|oss,ci+ nci+- (33)

A'iz,ci2 nenCia = ^oss,ci+ nci+' (34)

where A'diss « 3.8 x 10~8exp(—3.825/Te) cm3/s is the rate constant for electron impact

dissociation of CI2, A'jZtci and A'jZici2 are the ionization rate constants for production of

Cl+ from CI and ClJ from CI2, and i/ci, ^loss.ci+i and ^)oss CJ+ are the loss rates of CI,

Cl+, and ClJ to the vacuum pump and to the walls. In (32), we have assumed that the

ionization loss of CI to produce Cl+ is nearly balanced by recombination of Cl+ on the

wall, which is recycled back into the discharge. We can estimate

Sp Al + AR _ ,Q.v^Cl « Y + — VCl7rec, (*5)

15



where Sp is the pumping speed, uci = (8eTs/7rM)1/2 is the mean thermal speed of CI

atoms, and 7rec is the recombination coefficient of CI atoms on the wall. Equation (35) is

written in the low pressure limit assuming that gas-phase diffusion is not the rate limiting

step for loss of chlorineatoms to the wall. Gas-phase diffusion must be included at higher

pressures, Aci < 7Aci/4, where Aci is the chlorine atom mean free path and Aci is the

effective diffusion length22. Along with the quasi-neutrality condition,

"e = "ci+ + nc\+i (36)
2

the energy balance relation

Pabs = 1're(£r,CI ^loss,CI+ "-C1+ + £t,C12 ^loss.ClJ nci+)' (37)

and specification of the neutral density (discharge pressure).

"0 = "ci + "ci2. (38)

(32)-(34) and (36)-(3S) can be solved to determine no. "ci->- "ci+> nci+i no and Te for
2

a given ng and Pabs- The full analytic solution is messy and not particularly illuminating.

However, we can simplify further by considering that the corresponding rate constants for

the atomic and molecular species are approximately equal. This is not a bad assumption

in chlorine discharges at low pressures. Then adding (33) and (34) and using (38), we

obtain

A^TeKwi/ooCI^), (39)

which determines Te [compare to (13)]. Using (36) in (37), we obtain rce [compare to (15)]:

Pabs

e ~ Ve£r^oo '

Using (36), (38), and (39) in (32) we determine the dissociation ratio

(40)

nci ^ 2A'diss"e /^-jx
rccu vc\
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and the ratio of (33) to (34) yields

"ci+ nci

nci+ nCl2
(42)

Eliminating nci2 in (41) using (38), we obtain the cw chlorine atom density:

2Adissneo /An\
ncio = n97TP ; • (43)

* 2Adissneo + ^Ci

For 7 « 0.05, typical for chlorine on reactor walls, and for Te « 3 V, then i/ci « 600 s_1,

i/oc » 3 x 104 s"1, and A*diss « 1 x 10~8 cm3/s. At 5 mTorr (600 K), ng « 8.3x 1013 cm-3,

and taking a typical value of n€ = 2 x 1011 cm-3, (41) yields rcci/"Ci2 ~ 6.6. Therefore,

the discharge is highly dissociated.

Let us, post hoc. consider the negative ion particle balance

A"au»c»-Cl2 = A"rec(«ci+ + 77ci+)"ci-, (44)

where A"atl ~ 2.4 x 10-1° cm3/s is the dissociative attachment rate constant and Krec ~

5 x 10-8 cm3/s is the rate constant for positive-ion/negative-ion mutual neutralization.

Using (36) in (44), we find
A'aunci2

«ci- « —p •
JVrec

Using (3S), this can be rewritten as

A'attttfl /, . "CInC\- « j- 1+ • (45)
Arec \ rcci2/

For nci/nci2 » 6.6, we find nC|- ~ 5.2 x 1010 cm-3. We see that nC|-/ne « 0.26; hence

the negative ions are 21% of the total negative charge in the discharge.

Figures 7 and 8 show uq\-jne and the fractional dissociation nc\/ng versus 7rec for

pressures of 1, 10, and 100 mTorr at an operating power of 1000 W, based on a more

complete global chlorine model of Lee and Lieberman.22 For pressures between 1 and

10 mTorr and for recombination coefficients less than 0.1, the discharge is seen to be

highly dissociated, and the ratio of nCi- /nc is considerably less than unity, in agreement

with the preceding steady state model.



B. Pulsed Power Model

Neutral Radical Dynamics

Now let us examine the neutral radical dynamics for pulsed discharges in the highly

dissociated regime. Equation (32) becomes

dnc\
dt

= 2A*d}ssnenci2 - ^ci"ci- (46)

Because nci varies with time, nci2 does also. We assume that these variations are fast

compared to the pumping rate Sp/V. Hence we write

2nci2(0 + nc\(t) = na = const, (47)

where na is the total density of chlorine atoms in both atomic and molecular form. The

gas density given by (3S) then varies with time, having an average value

K) = iK + ("c.)). (48)

However, we retain a constant A, in (2) and (3) for ease of analysis. When comparing

pulsed and cw discharges, we should choose (ng) for the pulsed discharge equal to ng for

the cw discharge.

Eliminating ??ci2 from (46) using (47), we obtain the differential equation

^p +*w(*)"ci =Kd\ss(%{t))nc(t)na , (49)

where

vr\se(t) = Kd\ss(Te(t))ne(t) + uci . (50)

From (49) and (50), we see that the characteristic build-up rate for the CI atom density

is i/rjse = A'diss^e + fc'ci, and the characteristic decay rate is i/ci. For our parameters, which

are typical, vrise % 2600 s_1 and i/ci « 600 s-1. These rates are both slow compared to

characteristic electron density and temperature build-up and decay rates. Therefore, (49)

reduces to two cases that are not mutually exclusive for pulsed discharges. For the first

case with vt\ser <C 1, we have that nc\(t) « const = (nci). Then (49) reduces to (32)

with a time-varying production rate A"dissne. Assuming a dissociation energy such that
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Temin ^ £diss ^ £iz and averaging (32) over time, we obtain (nci)/ncio = (ra)/rao as given
in (31), with ncio given by (43).

For the second case v^t > 1, we can treat ne(t) and Te(<) as rectangular waveforms.

During the on-time, ne(t) = neoo and Te(t) = Teoo. The solution of (49) is then

nC](t) = ncioo - (ncioo - ncimiiOe""™6', 0 < t < ar, (51)

where uT\se —A'diss(Te0o) + ^ci- During the off-time, ne and Te are approximately zero

and the solution of (49) is

nci(0 = nCimaxe-,'c,('-or), ar < t < t. (52)

As for the electron density waveform treated previously, we set nc\{t) = ncimax at i = or

in (51). and nc\{t) = n-cimin at r = r in (52). and simultaneously solve these two equations

to obtain
e"ri,eor _ j

n-Clmin = "CI* e„ri..or+yC|(l-o)r«l ' (53)

ncimax='Jciminel"e(,-0,r. (54)

Then integrating (51) and (52) over time and using (53) and (54) to eliminate ncimin and

"cimax, we find

<«Cl) = P»Cloc, (55)

where
„ IfJ. 1 \ (e^ -l)(e^.(i-^_i)

a T\l/C\ "rise/ e^c^+^cid-ajr.!

Substituting (47) into (41) to eliminate nci2, we nnd

nooo =(l - —) »•• (57>
\ "rise /

Substituting (48) into (57) to eliminate na and inserting this into (55), we obtain

2(i _ isl) F
(nc) = V \ <wj)- (58)

Dividing (5S) by (43) yields (nci)/ncio-
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Equation (58) has two regimes depending on whether "ci(l —ol)t is much less than

or much greater than unity. In the first regime, F -> 1 and we find

<nci> = jfvttW (59)2Adiss^eoo + "CI

Furthermore, nci(*) is very weakly modulated; i.e., nci(t) « const. In this regime, it is

remarkable that (nci) depends only on ncoo, independent of the duty ratio a; i.e., (nci)

depends only on the peak power Pmax, and not on the average power Pabs- Therefore,

reducing a at fixed Pmax reduces the average energy flux to the walls (and substrate)

without affecting the neutral radical flux, as has been observed experimentally by Charles

et al6. This can have important surface processing implications. We can estimate the

optimum a and r to minimize the energy flux while maintaining the radical flux by setting

"rise^r ~ 1 and i/ci(l —a)r ~ 1 (an on-time oforder i/^*e and and off-time oforder "ci*)-

For our example we obtain r ~ 250 ^s and a ~ ("rise/"ci + l)-1 % 13%, such that the

time average power is 13% of the cw power for roughly the same radical generation.

In the second regime where /'ci(l —ct)r ^> 1. then the variation of "ci(0 follows the

variation of ??.c(r), and F -» a. From (5S) we obtain

(»ci) = tt _n (ng). (60)
Adiss«eo(l+a M + ^ci

Hence (nci) depends both on the average electron density and on a. The maximum (nci)

occurs at high neo (high average power) and decreases as a decreases:

<-ci) =T^-K)- (61)

Table 1 gives a summary of the variations of ne(t) and nci(0 in various regimes of the

period r.

The transition between the i/ci(l —g)t <C 1 and z/ci(l —<*)r ^ 1 regimes was studied

experimentally by Herrick et al29 for F atom etching of silicon in an SF6 pulsed helicon

discharge with a = 1/3. They measured the relative F atom concentration np(t) and

the etch rate, which they showed was proportional to (np). Their results for nr(t) are in
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reasonable agreement with the variations (51) and (52) with v? ~ 100 s"1, and the etch

rate varied with r in a manner described by (55) and (56).

For very long off-times, the discharge canextinguish or can enter a different operating

mode during the initial phase of the on-time; e.g., a capacitively coupled mode for an

inductive or helicon discharge, or a "low mode"30 for an electron cyclotron discharge.

In such cases new physical phenomena can arise, such as weak power absorption30 or

multipacting31, that are not described by the global model and are beyond its scope.

Negative Ion Dynamics During Off-Time

We now take t — 0 to be the time when the pulse is turned off and examine the

negative ion dynamics. Again considering a highly dissociated discharge with an initial

negative ion density that is small compared to the electron density, the initial phase of the

positive ion density decay is, from (27),

!!£!lB = I (6o)
ncl+(0) d +2^/)'/2 y -'

The evolution of the negative ion density is described by

dna-

dt
= A"attnc(*)"ci2(0) - A*rec?7Ci+(0»ci- (0- (63)

where /?ci2(0) is the chlorine molecule density at the beginning of the off-time. Assuming

a fixed value for A"att. and using quasineutrality (ne = nci+ —"ci-) and (62), we obtain

dt

where

+ Pna- = Q, (64)

p=-» +(TT&j^' (65a)

Qmn°*(0)(i+£Lo"" (656)
with i/att = A'attnci2(0) and vTec = A"recnci+(0). The solution to (64) is

„C1. (t) =ncl+ (0) e-"» ^e«««'» (1 +^)1/2 +"c- (0) e"*"
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where

s(t) = .W + —[(1 + Zvcot)112 - 1] (67)

The integral in (66) can be performed by introducing a change of variables from t to

y = (uTec/uoo)[{l + 2i/oo*)1/2 - 1]. The result is

nCi- (*) J2V:att

nci+(0)

where

exp
f ^ec

vt

nuatt 2uoo

^att

v/21/ooI/att v^oo^att

. nCI-(0) /^rec ^recM . 0 .xi/2 A+ 7777 exp (1 + 2vCQtyl£ - i/att* ,
«Cl+(0) \^oo ^oc /

U-^(l +2v00ty'2-^ut)

P* -'2 x/tFG(0= / ^ c/C' =^-erf(/C

The initial value of j?ci- is
nc,-(0) 1'attO

»CI+(0) I'atl0 + *>rcc

where i/att0 is the attachment rate at X. % 3 V. After the power is turned off, Te decreases

and i/att increases for chlorine. We can take valt to be larger than i/atto hi (68) to represent

this effect. For our standard case (p = 5 mTorr, ne = 2 x 1011 cm"3), we estimate

j/oc « 2.4 x 10'1 s"1. i/rec « 104 s"1, and ;/au0 « 2.7 x 103 s"1. Then from (70), we find

"ci- (0)/"ci+(0) « 0.21. The results are shown in Fig. 9. For //atl = /^atto, the solution (68)

for ??ci- is constant at first and then slowly decays to, ultimately, join the decay (62) of

the positive ion density. For i/alt = 3^atto, n>c\- increases to a maximum value 36% higher

than its initial value at v^t « 2, and then joins the decay of nci+. For i/aU = 10i/attch

nci- increases by more than a factor of two at i/oot « 1.5 and joins the decay of nci+.

The preceding description of positive and negative ion dynamics is not correct when

nCi- increases such that nC\-(t) >ne(t). In this more electronegative regime, the positive

ion diffusion loss rate changes.22 Also, positive ions are increasingly lost in the volume

by mutual neutralization with negative ions. Furthermore, the decay of Te saturates at a

temperature of order the gas temperature. Thesedynamics modify the assumedform (62)

for the positive ion decay, rendering (68) invalid. In addition, the preceding solution for
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nci- fails when Tc drops so low that the space charge potential V3 no longer confines the

negative ions. In that case a significant negative ion flux springs up at the walls, and the

resulting loss term must be included in (63).

The subsequent decay of this positive-negative ion plasma is not governed by the low

pressure diffusion solutions (2) and (3); the characteristic diffusion rate for decay of the

fundamental mode is Z)aj/A2, where A is the diffusion length given by

1 /7T\2 /2.405\2
A* =(l) +(—) ' <51>

and Da{ is the ambipolar diffusion coefficient for positive and negative ions having diffusion

coefficients Dq\+ and .Dei- and mobilities hq\+ and fiQ\-:

n -Pci- MC1+ + Dc\+ A^ci- /„\Dai = • . (52)
Vc\+ + /'ci-

With A % 2.2 cm and an estimate Dai ~ 3 x 104 cm2/s, we obtain a loss rate of

"diff ~ 6 x 103 s_1. which is comparable to the recombination rate in the discharge.

The recombination losses become less important as the densities continue to decay. Hence,

a considerable fraction of the charged particles striking the walls are low energy nega

tive ions. This can have significant implications for materials processing applications, as

has been observed by Mieno and Samukawa5 and by Shindo and Horiike11. Furthermore,

Samukawa et al32 have shown that negative ions can be extracted by application of low

frequency (600 kHz) rf bias to the substrate holder.

Mieno and Samukawa5 have measured the decay of the ion and electron saturation

currents, J13 and Jt9, after the power is turned off (t = 0) in an ECR chlorine discharge

with p-2 mTorr, Pjn(on) = 500 W, r = 200 /is, and a = 50%. They used a cylindrical

Langmuir probe biased to -20 V. They observe an increase of a factor of 10 in Jis/Jts,

70 jus after the discharge is turned off. During this same time interval, ne decreases by

a factor of 8, and Te decreases by a factor of 20. Let us note33 that the ion saturation

current collected by a cylindrical probe biased at high negative voltages is J{3 oc nci+,

independent of Te, whereas the electron saturation current is Jes oc neTe . Hence we find

J is "ci+
oc

dcs neTe
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Because Te has decreased by a factor of 20 and Jia/Jta has increased by a factor of 10, we

find that nCi- /ne « 1.2 at t = 70 /is; i.e., roughly half the negative charge at this time is

in the form of negative ions.

The preceding estimate is consistent with recent work by Ahn et al10 in an rf-

inductively excited (ICP) pulsed chlorinedischarge (r = 100 /xs, a = 50%). They measured

ne and Tc using a planar Langmuir probe, ne using an electron-beam excited plasma oscil

lation detection method, and nci- using a laser photodetachment method. The electrons

are detached from the negative ions by an 0.3 /is ultraviolet XeCl excimer laser pulse, and

the sudden increase in ne is measured. Figure 10 shows ne and Te in chlorine (p = 8 mTorr,

Pin(on) = 400 W), and, for comparison, in argon (p = 6 mTorr, Pin(on) = 200 W). We

see the characteristic feature in the afterglow that Te falls more rapidly than ne for both

chlorine and argon, as predicted by (26) and (27) for argon. The decay of ne for chlorine

is faster than the decay for argon for two reasons: (1) Te falls faster for chlorine, proba

bly due to the higher collisional energy losses in the molecular component of the neutral

gas. Figure 1 shows, for example, that £c roughly doubles for a 20%Cl2/S0%Cl mixture at

Tc % 1 V. (2) nc falls faster than ??ci+ because ??ci- increases or remains relatively constant

during the decay of 7?c. The crosses in Fig. 10(a) give ne after photodetachment (sum

of n(: + 7?ci- = 7?ci+ before photodetachment) and the solid dots give ne. By subtraction

one obtains the negative ion density variation shown in Fig. 11. These data show that

nci- increases from approximately 1 x 1010 cm-3 at t = 0 to a maximum of approximately

2 x 1010 cm"3 at t = 25 /is, after which nci- again decreases (falling portion of the dashed

curve for t > 25 /is). This type of behavior is predicted by (48), as shown in Fig. 9,

provided that the attachment rate i/att increases from its initial value to a larger value

within the afterglow. This is indeed the case for chlorine; for example, i/aU increases by of

order a factor of six as Te varies from 3 to 0.05 V in the afterglow19. Similar phenomena

have been observed experimentally in pulsed power oxygen discharges34. In that case the

increase in i/att has been ascribed to electron attachment to a set of metastable (3SJ, 3AU,

JE~) O2 states.

We conclude that global models of pulsed-power electropositive discharges in atomic

(noble) gases can be very useful in describing quantitatively the transient behavior of the
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plasma density andelectron temperature. In electronegative molecular gases, such models

are less well developed. Although they have not been shown to capture all details of the

transient behavior ofthe neutral radicals andnegative ions, they provide great insight into

the qualitative behavior. However, such issues as stratification of the discharge into an

electronegative core and and an electropositive edge region, neutral interactions with the

chamber walls, the nature of the diffusive solutions in the electronegative core, and the

changes in transport and rate coefficients as the electron temperature decreases to very

low values in the afterglow need to be considered further.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Figure 1. Collisional energy loss £c per electron-ion pair created versus Te; note the differences

between molecular and atomic species (from reference 22).

Figure 2. Time evolution of the plasma density ne, the electron temperature Te and the excited

atom (4s and 4p) densities for different periods r, for a time-average power of 500 W

and a duty ratio of 25%; (a) r = 10 fis; (b) r = 100 ^s; (c) r = 1 ms (from reference

15).

Figure 3. Time resolved plasma density and electron temperature; the solid curves show the

experimental results: the dashed curves show the global model results; time-average

power is 51 W: (a) electron density, period =100 //s: (b) electron temperature, period

= 250 (.is (from reference 14).

Figure 4. Plasma densities averaged over one period of the modulated power, with duty ratio as

a parameter: the power applied during the on-time was varied so that the time average

power is fixed at 500 W for all the calculations; a curve representing the simple model

without excited states is also shown (from reference 15).

Figure 5. Ion energy distribution function for Of ions escaping radially to the walls; 250 /is on,

125 fis off (from reference 6).

Figure 6. Time-average characteristic generation rate of particles which have different activation

energies; duty ratio=25%, time-average applied power=500 W (from reference 15).

Figure 7. Ratio no- /ne of negative ion to electron density vs wall recombination coefficient

7rec for a chlorine discharge; absorbed power = 1000 W; flow rate = 35 seem (from

reference 22).

FigureS. Fractional dissociation nc\/ng vs wall recombination coefficient 7rec for a chlorine

discharge; absorbed power = 1000 W; flow rate = 35 seem (from reference 22).

Figure 9. Time variation of nci+ using equation (62) and of nci- using equation (68) from a

global model analysis.
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Figure 10. Time variation of (a) electron density ne and (b) electron temperature Te for 100 /xs

period and 50% duty cycle in chlorine (8 mTorr, 400 W) and in argon (6 mTorr,

200 W); the open and closed circles indicate the data for Ar and CI2, respectively; the

crosses in (a) indicate the data obtained after photodetachment (from reference 10).

Figure 11. Time variation of negative ion density nci- and of nci-/nci+ (in percent); the dashed

line indicates the relative nci- obtained from Langmuir probe measurements, matched

to nci- at 25 /xs; the relative measurements are not valid for t < 0 (from reference

10).
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r regime
VriseOtT <£ 1

i/Ci(i -a)r «: 1

I/ooT~ 1

VfiseCtT < 1

t/Ci(l-Q)r<l
friseCtr » 1

I^Cl(l - <*)r < 1

t/oor»l

i/risear » 1

^ci(l-a)r» 1

ne(t) waveform const rise and decay rectangular rectangular

nci(0 waveform const const const rectangular

(nc\)/(ng) cw case depends on (ne) depends on neoo depends on neo
and a

{nc\)/(ng)
at high power

1 1 1 2a/(l + a)

Table 1. Regimes of ne and nci vs r; the ordering y^ 3> ^rise^ ^ ^ciO —a) is assumed.
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